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completed at only 9 months of
age with all wins from Bred-By- Blaze
Exhibitor class except the first win
which was from puppy class. It is
hard to believe he is already 4 years
old now!

Club Meeting
August 8 - 7:00pm

Board meeting at 6:30pm

AKC & International Champion
Moody’s Monarch - Solo, a red
and white American Cocker
Spaniel, bred and owned by Paul Solo
Rally & Beginner Novice class and Jane Moody. He completed
his International title in June,
Rally is at 7:00 on Thursdays. If there are enough
2011. The valued AKC title was
interested Christi will also run people through Beginner
completed September, 2010 with
Novice after Rally.
all wins from Bred-By-Exhibitor
For those not familiar with it yet, Beginner Novice is class. - Jane M.
a new obedience class & title from AKC. It consists
The Brittanys, Sparky and Molly, have been to several agility
of a heeling pattern made of rally signs, figure 8 like
trials already this year with some success.
traditional obedience, sit for exam on lead, sit stay on
lead with handler walking around the ring, and a short Sparky has gotten 5 qualifying scores in Jumper With
off lead recall without a finish. Handlers are encouraged Weaves and 1 qualifying score in Standard Agility. He ran
to praise their dogs once on the heeling, once on the in trials at St. Charles, IL; Glen Carbon, IL; Crystal Lake,
figure 8 and once on the recall. Since it IS an obedience IL; Naperville, IL; Davenport, IA; Sparky
class, any dog earning this title will have to show in the and Purina Farms, MO. He came
Rally B classes. It is designed to be a bridge between home from several trials without
rally where you can talk to your dog and traditional qualifying too. He now has a total
obedience. It is a nice class for green dogs as well of 9 out of the 10 needed for his
as green handlers. If interested in either class please Master’s Excellent Jumper With
Weaves Title. However he has only 4 of the 10 Standard
contact Christi at 1983cgreen@gmail.com.
scores for the Masters Agility Title. This will take awhile!!
Paul & Jane Moody Residence • 1918 S. 57th Street

thank you

Molly started with a qualifying score in Jumper With Weaves
at the St.Charles trial and got a second qualifying score last
weekend in Davenport, IA. She
went along to most of the other trials
but either did not qualify or did not
run as I thought she was pregnant. Molly
She desperately needs one more Q
brags
score in Standard Agility to finish her Excellent Agility Title.
AKC & International Champion Moody’s Master Plan - We have been trying to get this since last fall. -Jane H.
Blaze, a black and white American Cocker Spaniel, bred
and owned by Paul and Jane Moody. He completed his NDR: Clayton Liesen made the Dean’s List for the Spring
International title in June, 2011. The valued AKC title was 2011 semester at Quincy University. -Jan
Thank you Jan Liesen from the Lewis County 4-H dog care
project for judging our show this year. We have a 4-H Open
Show in Lewis County and Jan did a great job teaching as
well as judging with the kids. We appreciate the support of
Quincy Kennel Club and their members. -Bev
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